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NEWSLETTER
The Newsletter is the quarterly publication of
the Morris Federation. The aim is to provide a
platform for news, views and announcements
relating to the world of traditional dance and
associated activities. The Newsletter goes out
to each member group and individual member
of the Morris Federation. Additional copies can
be ordered by group members at an additional
cost per copy of £10 for one year’s issues. To
be a living publication the Newsletter must be
read so PLEASE make sure that your copy
gets circulated as widely as possible. The online version will be available shortly after the
printed copies have been distributed.
MEMBERS’ MANUAL
All members of the MF should have a copy of
the Members’ Manual. This contains a lot of
material that members may need to refer to from
time to time. If you have misplaced the free copy
sent to you when you joined, a replacement (or
additional copies) can be purchased from the
MF Secretary at the cost of £6.50 (inc. p&p)
each. Please make cheques payable to ‘The
Morris Federation’.

Front cover photograph:
Printed by:

Morris dancers are generally a pretty friendly bunch
of lads and lassies. This comes through not only in the
camaraderie one experiences when meeting up with other
sides at festivals and weekends of dance but also in the
joy and commitment I perceive in many of the articles
published in this Newsletter.
There are occasions, however, when tensions within a
side due to personality classes or unresolved differences
of opinion on key issues can unfortunately lead to a
split. There are several instances where this has led to
the establishment of a new ‘rival’ side. Although there is
inevitably likely to be some friction between new and old it
is important that in public they demonstrate a reasonable
degree of mutual respect and peaceful co-existence.
The other issue, in the event of a split, is what happens
to a side’s assets ? Who has the right to the name, the
costume and any funds in the bank? It is worthwhile
making provisions for such an eventuality in the club’s
constitution. It may save a lot of aggro should harmony
ever change to discord.
Colin Andrews
ADVERTISING
The Morris Federation does not necessarily endorse any product
or service advertised in or with the Newsletter. Enclosures, other
circulars, and items of advertising relevant to commercial products can
be distributed with the Newsletter. A fee is charged to the advertiser
for this service. Enquiries concerning any form of advertising through
the MF should be addressed to the Newsletter Editor.

NEW ADVERTISING RATES (from Dec. 2011)
Non-member
commercial
Colour B&W

Full page

MF Member Side or Individual
business
event/recruit
Colour B&W

£75

£60

£45

£35

£25

£45

£35

£25

£20

£15

£25

£20

£18

£12

£8

n/a

£12

n/a

£8

£ 5

(portrait)

Half page
(landscape)

Quarter
(portrait)

Eighth

Limited space for colour adverts available. All adverts will appear on
Web edition of Newsletter as well as paper copy. Prices are for artwork ready. Jpg or pdf format preferred for any illustrations. MS Word
docs may require some reformatting. Cheques payable to ‘The Morris
Federation” . Discount for multiple insertions - please enquire. All
copy & payment to the Newsletter Editor.

Heb Enw Musicians
Hedgerow Print Ltd, Crediton, Devon. 01363 777595
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traditional carol season is upon us once more,
and I’m also fortunate enough to be able to don
my boots and walk over the hills to Dungworth!
It’s amazing how things evolve over the years. As
a founder member of the Lancashire Wallopers
I co-organised their rst Weekend of Lancashire
Clog. At that time we purposefully focused on
traditional Lancashire clog with workshops
by Sam Sherry and Pat Tracey, along with
some lesser known traditional dancers like Bill
Gibbons, Bert Bowden and Theresa Hindle, all
of whom members of the team had learnt from.
The weekend still happens, but now includes all
regional clog styles, both traditional and new.
That’s the wonderful world of dancing, we can
cherish and enjoy the old traditions - I’ll be off
to Grenoside and Handsworth on Boxing Day
- while being part of the excitement of creating
new ones!

Hello!
Well, I thought I was off the hook until January,
but no, the President-elect duties start with
writing the prologue for the Winter edition of the
Morris Federation Newsletter!
I’d like to start with a huge thank you to Barry for
all his hard work over the past four years; it’s not
quite full retirement as he’ll be taking forward
the work towards the Young People in Morris
Dancing conference as a co-opted committee
member, so I look forward to continuing to work
with him.

It’s an exciting time to be part of the Morris
Federation as we prepare for our 40th
anniversary in 2015. I look forward to working
with the Morris Federation members, and
the committee, to further promote traditional
dance.

Secondly, thank you to Shrewsbury Morris for
hosting a great Day of Dance and AGM, including
fantastic weather into the bargain! Over 30 teams
performed lling the streets of Shrewsbury with
dancing, which was appreciated by fellow teams
and public alike. Next year Belfagan Women’s
Morris are hosting the 2014 Day of Dance &
AGM on 27th September in Keswick, and from
what I’ve heard so far have an equally great day
in store for us.

Happy Dancing!
Melanie

For those of you who don’t know me, and despite
being told otherwise I’m sure you far outnumber
those that do, I thought tell you a bit about
myself. I have been dancing all my life, clog
dancing over 30 years, Morris dancing (North
West) over 25 years, and rapper dancing over
10 years. Scarily I’ve just worked out that I’ve
danced with 15 different teams over the years,
mainly depending where I was living at the
time! I also teach clog dancing and North West
Morris, organise teams for Whitby Folk Week,
and have judged at various dance competitions.
I currently dance with Rivington Morris, Boojum
Rapper, Silkstone Greens North West Morris,
and most recently Strictly Clog. I know they’re
quite widely spread, but I have the advantage of
living in Shefeld, so have easy access North,
South, East and West! Talking of Shefeld, the
5

To black up or not to black up?
A personal journey by Chloe Metcalfe
In October 2012 I made a
mistake. I joined a Morris
team without seeing them
perform in public. Lulled
by the powers of a facebook post advertising
a newly formed Border team who were looking
for members and having knowledge into the
ways of the Morris, this being my second Border
team I turned up at a practice. I got on with the
group and became a fully paid up member. Only
at my rst dance out did I realise that whilst the
kit wasn’t a full black face it was denitely more
black than I felt comfortable with. Now this isn’t
because I’m a member of the PC brigade and
I don’t think that we should give up aspects of
tradition because of the chance that they might
cause offense. The reason for my discomfort is
perhaps slightly more pedantic than that.

to the almost historically plausible version
mentioned above. Pauline Greenhill in a chapter
due to be published within a book on multicultural
Canadian dance, describes the development of
the explanation of the disguise theory to include
persecution for begging as a fairly recent addition,
in the last 10 years or so. Perhaps coinciding
with increasing external pressure to justify the
practice.

A couple of years after starting Morris, but before
my student friend asked me ‘the question’ I read
the fantastic Roots of Welsh Border Morris by Dave
Jones, available for a mere £5. First published in
1988 this too offers up the disguise theory. It is
probably the most accessible text about Border
Morris history and most contemporary teams
who have researched Border are likely to have
read this source and absorbed this theory. Jones
In 2012 I spent a year researching Morris does not say anything about being punished for
costumes for my undergraduate thesis. I did the begging.
normal categories you might expect: Early Morris,
Cotsworld, Northwest and of course Border. I was so convinced by the disguise theory that I
Before I started one of my fellow students asked (inaudibly) disagreed with Roy Dommett during
me why some Morris dancers have black faces. the weekend of workshops called ‘Our Cotswold
I explained that they did it because historically Morris Heritage: An Insight Into The Way it Was’,
Morris was seen as a type of begging. The hosted by Great Western Morris in 2011. Roy
dancers didn’t want to be recognised because gave a talk which included information on the
begging was illegal and so blacked their faces inuence of the minstrelsy in Border Morris. In my
up to avoid recognition and punishment. This is worldly wisdom I assumed that he had not done
what I believed at the time and my fellow student his research ... does he not know that the black
went away happy with this explanation. The face comes from disguise? Fortunately Roy’s
practice is eccentric and could be misinterpreted paper ‘An Ignored Inuence’ can be found online
but the disguise theory happily rules out a race and was later revisited by myself when I started
related explanation for its origins.
my research with by now an altered viewpoint.
(http://www.great-western.org.uk/dommett/)
Perhaps at this point I should explain where I
was coming from. A rst generation Morris At the Vaughan Williams Memorial Library at Cecil
dancer (second generation folkie) I joined my Sharp House the librarians Malcolm Taylor and
rst all female border team in 2007 at the age of Laura Smyth introduced me to a wide range of
16. This team which was established in the early related information. At the library the connection
1980s made a decision at their rst AGM not to with minstrelsy and customary practice was openly
black up their faces. So my rst major experience acknowledged. Something had changed. I had
with Border Morris was with a bare-faced team. crossed the border between popular Morris oral
I can’t remember where I rst heard the disguise culture and current academic thought. The shift
theory but it stayed with me. I suppose that my between ‘it’s probably disguise’ to ‘it’s probably
explanation would have become elaborated as connected to minstrelsy’. The most readable
I heard different versions from simple disguise article on the subject is Derek Schoeld’s ‘A Black
6

and White Issue’ published by English Dance
and Song in 2005. This brought to my attention
things that no one else seemed to talk about.
For example the Waltham Black Act of 1723.
This made it punishable by death to go out with
a black face because it meant that you were
likely to be doing a criminal activity, probably
poaching. Yes this does point to black face used
in a non-racial context. Yes it does point to its
practice pre-1723. Yes maybe I am being a little
bit extreme to suppose that although people
might have continued post-1723 to continue
face blacking for traditional/customary/ritualistic
reasons, the act provides a strong incentive not
to. To risk the death sentence for one particular
form of facial disguise....would it really be worth
it? Schoeld includes a wide range of opinions
and problems which are submitted from many
contributors and the correspondence is well
worth the read. Especially the response in the
subsequent edition from John Kirkpatrick who
draws parallels between face blacking and the
good luck brought by the soot darkened chimney
sweep.

conclusions also put me in a vulnerable position
because dancers are understandably keen to
uphold a non-race related origins theory for
face blacking and they feel uncomfortable with
alternative suggestions of its origins. Although
in some ways the answer could be sidestepped
by talking about why Morris dancers black their
faces up now, normally in the world of folk dance
(if not perhaps in modern academic folklore)
audience and participants are more interested in
the reason for the origins and the dancers in the
past rather than the dancers of the present. What
did people do then? Why did they do that?

In preparation for this article I read Trish Baxter’s
PhD ‘Blacking Up: English Folk Traditions and
Changing Perceptions of Black People in England’
submitted in 2013 and available to download
on-line for free (http://etheses.whiterose.
ac.uk/4181/). In it she is careful to balance the
inuence of the minstrelsy with other face blacking
practices historically. She gives several pre-1830
examples of when facial disguise (sometimes
using painted faces of black or another colour
such as red) was used in customary practice
So my initial theory seemed to be somewhat and was not linked to race. For example in
lacking in evidence and inconsistent with Whitby in 1817 on Plough Monday the clowns
historical information. Where does that lead had their faces painted or masked. She also
me? I came to my own conclusion through my highlights the occasionally blurred line between
research which made me unhappy to tell people some customary practices and criminality which
that face blacking was a form of disguise. My would be another non-race related reason
for face blacking. Some forms of customary
practice are often
seen as only just
Gweithdy Clocsiau
on the civilised side
(The Clog Workshop)
of anarchy, when
Henbont Road
people
engage
CRICIETH
in
behaviour
not
Gwynedd
tolerated at other
LL52 0DG
times. For example
Home tel: 01766 523 695
take people’s mixed
Workshop/Mobile: 07712 822 453
reactions and strong
Email: treforowenclogmaker@gmail.com
police presence at
WEB: treforowenclogmaker.co.uk
the contemporary
Clogs, Rubber shods, Fancy Laces, Badges and bits supplied as always bonre celebrations
at Lewes.
“Good metal” Clog Irons tted at the Workshop.

Trefor Owen

We make ALL our own Uppers, Rubbers and all our own Wooden Soles using only Due to a lack of data
sustainable, local wood sources.
regarding the exact
Very few “Tree Miles” are run up in our business.

origins of Morris
and the massive
We can now make Clogs with Vegetarian Uppers though the colour range is limited.
changes that have
taken place in the
Sadly we don’t make the Nails yet – but I am working on that!
dance itself over
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400 years, it is not particularly helpful to postulate
a link between face blacking and the origins of
Morris. Especially the origins for the practice in
Border Morris, which only emerged as a distinct
form in the mid 19th century. However I think it is
interesting to note that there is a particularly early
reference to face blacking in Morris Arbeau wrote
in 1589 “a small boy, his face daubed with black
... performed a Morris.” (Arbeau in Cutting History
and the Morris Dance). This helps link the dance
to its 16th century form where it is likely to have
been linked to stage moorishness. The bells worn
by dancers (probably covering the whole body)
were a theatrical convention at that time used
to symbolise moors on the stage. Moors were
also a popular feature in court entertainment.
Personally I like to think of early Morris in the
way that many people perceive belly dancing in
the UK today. Perhaps of foreign origins perhaps
not, but an exotic and entertaining dance all the
same.
However this is not the place for a discussion on
the origins of Morris. So getting back to Border
face blacking my dissertation went through
historical accounts of teams in the border area
and created a chart using the data which gave a
date, location and clothing description. Now let’s
be honest there were horrible data gaps and only
one denite pre-minstrel (1830) reference but the
chart indicated that the early 19th century would
have found border teams wearing essentially a
Cotswold kit, white clothing, smart hats, ribbons
etc. What? But this contradicts everything we
know and dene to be Border! What about the
poverty? The rags? The begging? At the start
of the 19th century in common with most young
virile men showing off their dance moves the
dancers wanted to look good. There appears to
be a degradation in standard of dress throughout
the 19th century. There are more references to
teams wearing adapted (rather than special)
clothing, rags of cloth, then later rags of paper
and by the early 1900s (when the local lads
had cruelly set re to the dancers) fancy dress
costumes. The rst dated reference to blackface
Border Morris that I found in my research was to
a team in Broseley (Shropshire) in 1885 where
blacking was teamed with military uniforms
decorated with paper.
The hey-day of rural Morris is perceived to be
the late 18th early 19th century after which there
8

was a decline in customary practice brought
about by increased industrialisation. Sharp
notes that at least one Cotswold team stopped
performing because it became too much like
begging. Looking at my, admittedly rather dry,
chart it would seem that a decrease in funds led
to a decrease in the quality of the costumes.
Blackface would have been a convenient,
cheap way to change the dancers appearance
and importantly by the mid 19th century having
your face blacked wouldn’t have got you hung
... it was more likely to gain applause. As
Dommett pointed out audiences would have
been unwilling to give money to people in the
Victorian equivalent of hoodies and balaclavas.
Black face was threatening. In the early 19th
century there was no reason why Morris
dancing in Shropshire and Worcestershire
would have differed very much in performance
or clothing from Morris performed in for example
Lancashire or Oxfordshire. Border Morris was
not intrinsically threatening, and should not be
linked to criminality. These are perceptions which
have arisen from our modern interpretation of
the dances.
The minstrel show arrived from America in the
1830s. As Dommett and Schoeld have been
at pains to point out the show was exceedingly
popular. No amateur village hall performance
would have been complete without a minstrel
band or solo performer. Henry Mayhew charted
white buskers in the street who often adopted
this (popular and therefore protable) guise as
one of several performance personas. By the
mid 1800s and continuing in popularity well into
the 20th century face blacking in racial imitation
was a commonplace entertainment phenomena,
on a scale which is hard to appreciate now.
It is not only the faces in Border Morris that
were probably inspired by minstrelsy. Further
links can be identied: shared tunes (e.g. Not
for Joe), instruments (e.g. banjo, bones), the
use of blacking the hands and the reference to
Morris dancing as ‘going N*****ring”. (see Cawte
‘The Morris Dance in Hereford, Shropshire
and Worcestershire’. JEFDSS Vol.9, No. 4:
197–212). Countering this is the often quoted
answer to Sharp given by a Morris dancer who
had a smudge of black on his face “so no one
shan’t know you sir”. This reply supports a
symbolic disguise theory. However it is possible

that the original inspiration for its adoption had
been forgotten and disguise actual or ritualistic
seemed a reasonable and probable explanation
to offer the inquisitive stranger.
It is possible to come up with other reasons for
face blacking e.g.as a symbol of performance, an
aid to help the dancer lose identity and inhibition,
black for good luck and the use of face blacking
in other customs etc. (although if you are going
to use the Britannia Coconutters as an example
I strongly advise reading research by Teresa
Buckland rst https://roehampton.academia.
edu/TheresaBuckland). For me personally there
is a strong link between the introduction of face
blacking in Morris dancing in Shropshire and
Worcestershire and the arrival of minstrelsy from
America in the 1830s.
Going back to my initial dilemma before the
dancing out season had started at the start of
2013 we were discussing kit. I thought this was
a good time to voice my concerns about face
blacking. I gave my reasons for my personal
discomfort and suggested a slight alteration in
the make-up which made it less like an entire
face mask. Interestingly my team didn’t believe
that there was a connection between minstrelsy
and face blacking. They conferred with members
of other black faced teams who veried the
disguise theory. I gave them digital copies of my
research but my arguments were not received
in the way I had hoped. Emphasis was instead
placed upon my perceived attack on the team’s
identity. This article is not supposed to be a
personal vindication. I wanted to highlight the
research and information out there which holds
a different and for me more convincing theory
for the origins of face blacking in Border Morris.
I would encourage people to read the sources
which I have references within this text. Combined
with my own research these sources persuaded
me that the origins of black face in Border Morris
probably did not come from disguise linked to
begging practices.
So what happens now? Firstly if you accept this
as a dancer does it affect how you perceive the
practice? Like me would you be comfortable
blacking up if you cannot truthfully give an answer
about origins which doesn’t entirely avoid racial
connotations? Or do the origins not matter?
Instead the focus is on how we see the custom
9

today, an intrinsic, historic and non-racial aspect
of traditional dance? When next time a member
of the public asks me why some Morris dancers
have black faces what should I say? Certainly to
give this racially sensitive explanation can make
the practice seem unpleasant and racist in a way
that the dancers do not intend it to be. I think that
I will say that the dancers do it out of tradition and
tribute to the dancers of old. Today it is custom, it
adds to the spectacle and helps dancers become
anonymous performers. I might even make up
something overtly silly about sacrice to the
Gods of Burnt objects. But I have stopped telling
people that its origins lie in disguise.
The above article is Chloe’s personal view based
on her academic research. While the Morris
Federation recognises that ‘blacking up’ can be a
sensitive issue, we have absolutely no intention
of interfering with the right of a side to determine
its own costume and practice. (Editor)
Jenny Hunnisett of Treacle Eater North West
Clog & Babylon Border Morris would like to
make contact with anyone who has returned to
Morris Dancing following total knee replacement.
jenny7keith@btinternet.com or 01963 210562.

Rockhopper Morris present a
RAGLAN DANCE WORKSHOP
Saturday 8th March 2014
2pm to 6pm
Kennington Village Hall, Kennington Rd,
Kennington, Oxford OX1 5PG
Guests Bantam Cocks Morris with
Rockhopper will teach Raglan dances
& triple step Rockhopper stick dances.
Contribution: £5 Adults, £2.50 Students
Email now to book your place:
rockhopper.morris@gmail.com
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
EXTRA!! From 8pm in the village hall,
OXFOLK CEILIDH with BRIO
and caller Nick Walden.
Oxfolk ticket reduced to £8 for
all workshop attendees.
Book now to avoid disappointment!

It’s a fair stride, so the rest of us hung on and
Paul White’s walk.
I stuck my thumb up, hoping for a ride. But who
would stop for this crew? White van man to the
Diary
rescue. Ladies in front and in comfort. Two chaps
Contact Paul at pwhite420@btinternet.com and in the back and in complete darkness, sitting on
power tools and planks. But we got there and in a
follow him on Twitter @morrisbells
less sweaty condition than our two walkers!

Take your hat off to this chap!

My something borrowed experience is a less than
happy tale.

Oh what fun we had, to quote Madness.
In the months since I last set to writing this
column, great enjoyment has been had at many When we were at Chepstow with Widders earlier
gatherings and festivals. And each with a little in the year I was introduced to Mick, who featured
tale to tell.
in the 2013 Spring edition of this ne magazine
in. He spends a deal of his time out in the woods,
There was something old to report from Sidmouth. spying out good morris stick material, then drying
I couldn’t resist the temptation of the Nic Jones it over time, oiling the wood, smoothing it and
Trio concert so popped along to buy my ticket cutting it to size.
from the ladies and gents in their kiosk outside
the swimming pool.
My old stick was knackered. So much so, I had
dowelled and glued it ready for this weekend.
Earlier that day I had been wandering the streets So I invested £2.50 and bought a ne new stick,
looking for likely subjects that would win me the complete with Mick’s monogram. It was a ne
photographic competition* and a ticket to next specimen and we had a rapport. But the very last
year’s Sidmouth week. Got a nice pic of the sales thing I did at Lyme whilst waiting for a ride to the
team but the prize has not arrived in the post as campsite was to put my stick down. Back at the
yet. They must be deliberating long and hard. site, I realised I had left it, alone on a blue bench
Anyway, being recently dubbed a pensioner, it overlooking the Cob, where we had just danced.
struck me that I should ask about concessionary My new stick had a short life with me. I only hope
prices for the old and frail. The lady serving me a fellow dancer has picked it up and is now using
leaned forward and said: “I’m afraid not dear. If it for its intended purpose.
there were, everyone here would qualify!”
In Swanage we had an experience which had the
Perhaps not everyone, but I took her point, potential to be something blue in two senses of
with the grace that age demands. Actually, it is the word.
gratifying to see so many younger people now
partaking of the morris – even at Sidmouth. The As proceedings drew to a close, a gentleman
future’s safe in their hands I feel.
dancer lost his top hat. It had fallen from the pier
and landed, upright, in the sea. There it oated
There was denitely something new happening and gently drifted away, caught by the breeze
at Lyme Folk Weekend. First and foremost, it was and the tide. What to do? Strip off and wander
a completely new event. And didn’t they do well! in to water deep enough to reach the tickly bits
Great sunshine. Great location. Great company and beyond. We watched as the naked dancer
and a great welcome. Superb rst effort by the strode into the waves and reached his hat which
folk of Uplyme Morris and I am already looking was now in chest-deep water. With the hat back
forward to next year’s event.
on his head, he turned and aimed for shore and
as he emerged from the depths we knew that the
One of the highlights was a journey from the hat would be put to good use as a modesty guard.
campsite to the town. Our timetable expert, But no! Bold and fearless he stepped forward from
Dave**, assured us that a bus was due and we the briny, full and frontal, with the hat still proud, if
lined up on the roadside, fully kitted out and dripping, upon his head. What a sight. And what a
painted up. Waited and waited. But lo, the bus way to end the dancing season!
did not arrive. So two of our number decided to .
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Coming Events
Knaresborough Mummers BLUE
STOTS Christmas/New Year Tours

Chepstow Wassail Mari Lwyd
Saturday18th January 2014 3pm until 11pm
with much Morris dancing, all manner of crazy
capers and strange creatures about town,
nishing with a great ceilidh (band TBA)
Please see www.chepstowwassailmari.co.uk
A;ll are welcome. Details: 07870 611 979

Tuesday 17th December: Harrogate Pubs
Evening Tour
Saturday 21st December: Knaresborough
Pubs Evening Tour
Saturday 28th December: Easingwold Area
Pubs Evening Tour
Sunday 29th December: Nidderdale Area
Lunchtime Tour
Saturday 4th January: Marton Area Pubs
Evening Tour

Hoxon Hundred Annual Weekend of
Dance 13th to 15th June 2014
Friday evening arrive at Horham and set up
camp, Tea or a pint at the bar, sandwiches served
through the evening and a music session.

For details see:www.teddodsworth.talktalk.net/km/gigs.htm
or ring John Burrell on 01423 566112

Saturday coachi tours, includiing a seaside visit,
ploughmans’ lunch and a few beers.Back in time
for a delicious meal and our own unique style of
entertainment in the evening.

Hook Eagle Festive Season
Saturday 7th December, 6pm - The Hook
Christmas Cracker
Thursday 26th December, 12:30pm - The
Coach & Horses, Rotherwick
Wednesday 1st January, 12:00pm Hair of
the Dog Tour – starts at the Derby Inn, North
Warnborough and progresses to The Hogget
and The Crooked Billet, Hook
Friday 3rd January, 7pm – Hartley Wintney
Wassail
Sunday 12th January, 12pm - Hook Allotment
Association Wassail

Sunday 15th June is Carnival time in Diss.Dancing
at various locations in Diss Town and at 1 pm join
the carnival procession through the town. Prices
same as last year £30 per person.

Saturday 25th January 2014
Redding Moreys, The Context of Early Tudor
Morris Dancing, Tadley, Berkshire, Steve Rowley
talk about early morris dancing - hobby horses,
giants, church ales, games, and songs. CHRIS
HUTCHINSON 01252 875510

Wedding Bells
July 27th saw the wedding of long suffered Morris
musician, Phil Edwards to Lynda Clode. Lynda
has been involved in Morris for 38 years. The
bride was piped to the ceremony by members of
Heb Enw Morris, John, Danny and Micky Tose.
Afterwards, a ne rendition of Ty Coch Caerdydd
was performed as bride, groom and guests
made their way to their wedding breakfast.
All processed through a guard
of honour presented by Clocs
Canton North-West Morris,
Full Moon Morris and Cardiff
Ladies Morris.
.
The wedding cake featured the colours of the three Morris sides of the bride and
groom. It was made by Clocs Canton members Guy and Sarah Bowden.
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Shrewsbury Morris: Sponsorship and
Social Networking
Shrewsbury Morris had the honour of hosting
the 2013 annual Day of Dance and set to
planning and developing the day in their usual
style. For those who do not know us we have
been dancing in and around Shrewsbury for
nearly forty years. We are however very much
a team rooted in our local town and although
we do venture out of Shrewsbury sometimes
we are more than happy to mostly dance in and
around our home territory.
As planning for the event developed it soon
became apparent that costs could potentially
exceed income – especially if the weather was
unfavourable. So what to do?
We were also keen to have a good number
of teams dance in Shrewsbury and set out to
make early contact via Facebook. This quickly
showed that many teams are not on Facebook.
However, having had our interest in the potential
of social networking raised we then set out to
explore the use of Twitter.

Knowing we had good local support and seeing
how the numbers of teams wanting to come to
Shrewsbury was growing, we also went back
to some suppliers and sought to nd ways of
reducing other costs. On the basis that if you
don’t ask you don’t get – we found success.
So why were local businesses happy to sponsor
the event? At the same time as asking for their
support our Twitter following was growing
(now over 10,000) and through Twitter we
were able to give our sponsors regular (mostly
daily) mentions and “shout-outs” about their
businesses, costing them nothing in advertising
but reaching a huge number of other users. The
more support we had, the stronger our event
became and eventually on September 28th
we were able to ll Shrewsbury with over 400
dancers and musicians as well as other visitors
and local audience … because of course we
were also using Twitter to constantly publicize
the day. Our Twitter “reach” (the number of
potential people we can touch with one message
is now well over three million people.

Having already started a Twitter account
previously, we knew that locally we seemed to
be a popular side in the way we used it on behalf
of Shropshire and Shrewsbury businesses and
local people. We also found very favourable
responses to our dancing from many different
Twitter sources. Tentatively enquiring if there
might be any interest in supporting the Day of
Dance we discovered several positive contacts.
Gaining condence, both in the use of Twitter
and in asking, we quickly started to accrue
sponsorship (in varying amounts) to cover
the costs of staging the Day of Dance. We
based this on a “let’s not get left behind” policy
where we gave donating businesses huge free
publicity so that others seeing that on Twitter
might want the same – it worked!

One of our sponsors is also the editor of a local
magazine. He likes what we do and we often
re-tweet (pass on) messages for him to our own
followers, who exceed his own by some 6,000.
He likes what we do as we are a constant “good
news story” for Shrewsbury and he was kind
enough to produce (in exchange for our help
publicizing his magazine) eye-catching yers,
which were in turn printed at reduced rate as he
knew the printer. In addition he offered us the
use of a regular blog spot in his on-line version
of the magazine, which we now use regularly to
promote us, and Morris Dancing in general. All
we have to do is write a blog and they go “viral”
as we place links to them on Twitter, Facebook
and our website.

Some businesses could not offer nancial
support, but we were offered free owers for
the day from a local orist and also more than
twenty rafe prizes were donated via Twitter for
the evening event.

As teams accepted the invitation to dance in
Shrewsbury we asked for details from them
of websites, Facebook and Twitter. It soon
became apparent that many teams have only
websites – often not up to date – and that far
fewer use Facebook and very few are actively
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using Twitter. In discussion with some we were
told that the age prole of the team limits their
ability to use social media networking. Our work
in this area is denitely led and supported by
some of our older members – so it’s nothing to
do with age! Time is useful (although it doesn’t
have to be hours) which of course is something
that some of the more senior dancers are more
likely to have than younger ones.
Our experiences have proved to us that despite
current economic circumstances there is
support and interest out there, but the days of
writing letters, making phone calls and just using
people you know are perhaps now behind us …
although a personal visit, thank you etc. are of
course still appreciated.
If we can do it, so can any other team. If we want
Morris dancing to ourish perhaps maybe we
really do need to keep up to date and look to the
future? As part of the 2013 AGM event school
workshops took place and everyone said how
good it was to see the enthusiasm and interest
generated from the children. These children are
growing up in an e-world and the Morris fraternity
can join it and can benet here and now.
As a team we have learnt a huge amount, we
have changed perceptions – ours and others,
and are now looking at ways to capitalize on
our current experiences into further activity and
opportunity.

Redbornstoke

Carlisle

Kicking Alice

For further information contact us through Twitter
@shrewsmorris on Facebook at https://www.
facebook.com/shrewsbury.morris or if you must
at bev.langton@talk21.com
Photographs by Graydon Radford
Shrewsbury Morris

Appleyard

Mabel Gubbins Rapper
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Shrewsbury Morris

North-West in the South-West
MASONS APRON ANNUAL JOLLY,
OCTOBER 2013

SAFFRON MAIDS
Saffron Maids (ladies NW team) are based in
Wadebridge, Cornwall and following a successful
year with lovely weather during the summer are
now back to practice nights on a Wednesday
at 7.30.p.m. in the ‘Coffee Corner’ just past the
cinema.

When we were making plans for our annual jolly
this year the Harbour Master at Swanage cheerfully gave us permission to dance on the end
of the pier but said that he thought it would be
far too windy and cold. Well he was right it was
cold and very windy but we did manage to dance
This year we celebrated 20 years of dancing and
there.
although our team numbers are lower of late we
still carry on the tradition with pride. We dance
throughout the year, with several invites to indoor
events during the Autumn and Winter while our
Spring / Summer programme is usually full most
weekends and every Wednesday.

Saturday and Sunday were spent dancing along
the promenade where there were plenty of spectators to watch us. The sun shone most of the
day but it rained hard at night. Thank goodness
we were in a hotel and not camping when the
storm arrived on the Sunday night.
Masons Apron have travelled to France Germany
Belgium and Holland as well as dancing in several UK destinations. We plan to go to Prague Highlights of the Summer included the Polperro,
Sidmouth and Cornwall Festivals, and a display
in 2014.
at Quintrell Downs when a member’s friend from
Mumbai danced with us.
We have also been invited to take part in Martyn
Wyndham-Read’s show Maypole & Mistletoe at
the Bodmin Folk Club
Like many sides we would welcome new
members. Please contact Janet on 01637
880394 or Marion on 01208 72990. We will be
pleased to see you. We are a friendly group and
you will be made most welcome.

TREACLE EATER CLOG (right)
Also in Lyne Regis, earlier in the year, for their
30th birthday celebration were Treacle Eater Clog
from Yeovil. Full report on page 21
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Flagcrackers of Craven 25 Years On
“The Flagcrackers of Craven was founded in 1988 (in
Skipton , North Yorkshire), which means that 2013 is our
25th Anniversary. We decided that as this is a milestone in
our history , we should celebrate this throughout the year.
Our season started with our traditional Easter Monday
dance-out in Skipton , when we were joined by our old
friends Slubbing Billys , and had a very enjoyable day.
Next we danced at the Upton-on-Severn May day weekend ,
and held a “Silver” party on the campsite , with side members
dressing in whatever item of silver they could lay their hands
on - very interesting as you can probably imagine !
On the 25th of June we held a day of dance in Skipton,
and were joined by 9 other sides , performing to large and
appreciative crowds at dance spots including the historic
Castle and the Canal basin.

Then , on the 12th October we held
a 25th Anniversary party at Gargrave
Village Hall near Skipton , where
all former side members (that were
contactable) were invited to join the
current side members in an evening
of dance (with music provided by
“Spinning Jelly”) , a supper , and oor
spots of singing , and Dance displays
performed by
both former
and
current members. There was even a
celebration “Flagcracker Anniversary
Ale” produced by a local brewery.
So , after a successful and enjoyable
season , we look forward to what the
next 25 years will bring.

Flagcrackers’ Guests at their Day of Dance:
Buttercross Belles (above) Ebor Morris Men (below)

Kevin Hallam - Dancer with The
Flagcrackers of Craven.

‘Cornish 6 Hand’ at the ceilidh
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When
Darkness
Falls ...

DANSCAPE
Photo 1: Kevin Clifford’s nal
image, chosen for display
in the Danscape exhibition
trail.
Photo 2: Photo by Kevin
Clifford, part of Bath
DanScape, Bath Dance. A
reserve image not used in
the public exhibition trail.

Chepstow Mari Llwyd celebration,
(Right) The Procession
(Below) Mari Llwyd
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Danscape: Somerset Morris & Bath Dance
A photographic exhibition trail in central Bath
during August featured twelve striking images
of diverse forms of dance, each set in a local
landscape. One depicted Somerset Morris
dancing inside a prehistoric stone circle. This
was the culmination of the ‘Bath Danscape’;
a collaboration between Bath Dance and
photographer Kevin Clifford.
Bath Dance, founded in 2011, is funded by the
Arts Council to develop dance activity across
Bath and N. E. Somerset (B&NES). Bath Dance
is hosted at ICIA, University of Bath. In its current
phase, it aims to raise the visibility of dance in
BaNES locally, regionally and nationally. At an
initial meeting in 2011, various parties discussed
what they hoped to gain and how to proceed.
Most attendees were professional contemporary
dancers,
teachers
and
administrators,
while Somerset Morris, Mr Wilkins’ Shilling,
Bathampton Morris Men and the Jane Austen
Dancers represented local amateur groups.
Most discussion covered professional dance but
two aspects seemed useful to us: a mailing list
would advertise events, grants, projects, etc.,
and an A-Z directory would provide publicity to
attract new members or new bookings.
The Danscape project was announced in late
April. Applications were invited from individual
dancers and from groups to participate in
photoshoots with Kevin Clifford, a photographer
who portrays the movement of dance in his
images. The aim was to promote dance within
the B&NES area, so applicants were asked to
suggest locations (within B&NES) for their shoot
and to say why that particular location inspired
them. We were interested but the deadline was
only two weeks later. There was little time for the
usual indecisive discussion at our next practice!
Was the project pretentious? Maybe, but we
weren’t and we could withdraw if we weren’t
happy. Surely, we had little chance of success,
as the professional dancers “never took any
notice of the Morris” but why should they if we
would not have anything to do with them? It
would be good publicity for us and, at least, we
should get a decent photo out of it.
I wrote our application, arguing that Morris is part
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of the English landscape rather than needing
inspiration from it. We suggested dancing by Bath
Abbey or on its tower, by Stanton Drew Round
House or by Radstock Museum. Surprisingly,
our application was successful (were they short
of applicants? No) and we were invited to meet
Lisa, the co-ordinator, and Kevin to discuss the
photoshoots. Besides us, there were the Jane
Austen Dancers, a hip-hop dancer, a ballet
dancer and several contemporary artists. After
introductions, tea and cake, Kevin showed
us some of his previous dance photographs.
They were stunning! Then to the details of the
photoshoot; we could take up to four dancers
and an unobtrusive musician. Were would our
shoot be? The Abbey tower was a nice idea but
too small. Stanton Drew Round House was on a
busy A-road but there were stone circles nearby
which would be atmospheric places to dance.
Kevin seemed keen and suggested an evening
shoot. Great! Evenings were best for us and
possible dates were suggested.
Preparations for the shoot began. Dancing at
a stone circle sounded very romantic but, in
practice, meant dancing in a cow eld. English
Heritage, who manages the stones, and the
local farmer, who owned the eld, both gave
permission, despite the bemusement of the
farmer’s wife. She also commented that there
would be some calves in the eld but they were
unlikely to get in our way – famous last words!
The date was xed for 14 June. We just needed
to decide which four dancers would go. More
discussion! How could we do a Morris dance
with just four dancers? We wouldn’t be doing a
dance, just elements from one - over and over
again. Wouldn’t we just be posing? No, not
without defying gravity: hadn’t anyone looked
at the photos on Kevin’s website? Should we
draw lots? Should the Squire go? She wasn’t
available. Should the founder members go? I
was keen to go as I’d written the application.
We agreed that we needed good dancers,
including younger members, who didn’t mind
the rough surface, could respond to Kevin’s
needs and modify dances accordingly. Finally,
Chloe, Claire, Toria (three excellent dancers)
and I were selected. Barbara would come along
to watch and her husband, Phil, would be our

musician.

cake reception and a chance to see all twelve
photos with the participating dancers. The whole
experience, especially the evening photoshoot,
had been great fun. We also gained some
understanding of other dance forms, whilst
marking the presence of the Morris both in the
dance world and in B&NES.

At 7.30 pm on 14 June, the four dancers,
Barbara, Phil and Lisa met in the Druids’ Arms at
Stanton Drew, just as Kevin, in the Wheatsheaf
at Corston, was wondering where we were. One
phone call, correction of the postcode in his
satnav and, fteen minutes later, we’d all met
up. The weather was not promising: I’d driven For further information about Danscape and
through a shower, Kevin had driven through a to view all images see www.bathdance.net/
storm and the sky looked threatening, so we danscape or www.kevinclifford.co.uk.
needed to get on with the shoot. We headed
excitedly for the stone circles only to realise that
Sue Oldeld
not only had we left Barbara and Phil to carry
the sticks and staves but they didn’t know the
way. Kevin chose the smaller of the two circles
in front of a stark, dead tree and told us to play
around with dance movements while he set up
his lighting and mooched around considering
the setting. We tried various gures from hanky
dances but it was hopeless without music. Once
Phil had arrived and started playing, things
perked up. Suddenly, Kevin announced that he
liked the foot-up we’d tried and it was time to
start shooting. So we kept repeating the gure.
Kevin would take a couple of shots, show us
the best one and explain what he was trying to
achieve and what he needed us to do. Much of
this involved moving us so that we were in the
right position relative to the stones, could all be
seen and were all appropriately lit. So much for
keeping straight lines! However, Kevin assured
us that it wouldn’t look wrong in the photo.
Meanwhile, the herd of frisky, inquisitive calves
was showing an interest and coming ever closer
whenever we had our backs to them. Barbara
then took on the invaluable jobs of repelling the
cattle and reassuring Lisa that she wasn’t in
mortal danger from them.
Eventually, Kevin got the shot he wanted. We
moved to the larger stone circle to get a second
image, this time with our staves. The cattle
had now lost interest but it was starting to rain.
With umbrellas protecting the photographic
equipment, we got the nal shot just as it was
getting dark.
Kevin and Lisa chose the image of the hanky
dance for the exhibition. We thought it superb
and really showed the energy of the Morris and
really wanted to have it on public display. The
exhibition trail was launched with a wine and

EXTRA COPIES OF NEWSLETTER ?
Extra copies of the Newsletter are available only
if ordered and paid for in advance within two
weeks of the advertised copy date Please give:
Name of side, contact person, postal address,
No. of copies @ £3 each
Cheques payable to Morris Federation
Post request to the Newsletter Editor, Bonny
Green, Morchard Bishop, Crediton, EX17 6PG
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Chelmsford Morris X-Factored
Chelmsford Morris was on The X Factor!
OK, it was a still shot that was shown for a
microsecond, but it still happened.
Celia Kemp reports
In the early spring, I had a phone
and he needed to do a morris
year-old Sam Callahan was
himself a series of crazy

call from a chap saying that his son was a pop singer
dance. (Unusual, eh?) It turned out that the 18releasing a single called ‘Crazy’ and had set
targets for charity, including morris dancing.

Sam came along to the
of Hammerwich. Not a bad
gures pretty quickly. He
lot of us old fogeys in the
we could matter in the life of

men’s practice night and pitched into Vandals
dancer – he picked up the steps and the
also impressed us with his ability to talk to a
pub afterwards, with charm and uency as if
an Essex teenager.

May was the month for his
challenges – mostly sporting and none so weird as
morris. His dance-out night was at the Walnut Tree, where we were joined by Thaxted Morris.
Rounding the corner to the pub we found a little mob of teenage girls. It would be lovely to think
that they had discovered the charms of grey-bearded men, or had come to join our Ladies’ side, but
of course they were the Callafans – Sam’s fan club. Vandals went off well. Sam was happy (and
possibly relieved to get morris dancing out of his life). The fans clapped and jigged around to the
music. It was an odd sort of night.
So now we see him on telly each Saturday night looking like a smooth and smarmy pop star, an
image that belies his charm in person. By the time you read this it will all be over, and we’ll hope
that the experience will help him with his singing career. Unfortunately the sort of viewer who
screams for a young pop star is unlikely to join a men’s morris side aged 40+, or even a vibrant
women’s clog side, but at least we know that we were on The X Factor.
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Thirty Years Young
Hoxon Hundred Folk Club
celebrate 30 years
Our team was formed in 1983, we
were young, athletic and keen. We
came along with our young families
who also took part in the playing and
dancing. 30 years on we still love to
dance but for many of us those high
leaps and energetic dances cannot
be performed with as much energy.
We are disappointed we cannot
achieve our standards of the past
but are still keen to dance and play
to the best of our ability, and proud to
be celebrating thirty years of dancing
and friendship.
Hoxon are a unique team because
over the years we have incorporated several
traditions into our performances. Our ladies’
Garland side catch attention in their red dresses
with green belts worn over white blouses and
what really makes our Garlanders stand out
from other garland sides is our individually
ower decorated garlands. We have a
Cotswold side who dress in black breeches
and white shirts crossed with green and red
baldrics, and, who dance North West with
the lady garlanders, after a quick change into
red and green waistcosts and green leather
clogs. We also have a nimble footed group
of step cloggers. And lastly we add Border
and a Mummers play to our Christmas dance
outs. Hoxon also have some side shoots,
groups mainly formed of Hoxon members,
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Shelfanger Singers (four part harmony singing),
Hoxon Ceilidh Band, and The Barntappers, an
Appalachian group. Many of the team play
musical instruments to varying degrees. So as
you can imagine we are a busy lot.
To celebrate our ‘pearl’ anniversary we organised
a 30th a la carte dinner party in Hoxon Village
Hall. We hired a caterer to prepare and plan
our ‘posh’ menu, leaving only the hall to be
decorated by the members. Everything was
jogging along very smoothly until late afternoon
Thursday when we heard that the caterer had
been rushed to hospital. Our Squire decided to
proceed with the meal. Sticking as closely as
possible to the caterer’s menu several members
of the committee pre cooked the 50 meals, you
can imagine the activity we were thrown into.
On Saturday morning we managed to nd
a cook who offered to come in that evening
to warm up our pre cooked food and nish
off the veg. The hall looked amazing,
the champagne, crudités and rst course
were delicious. The second course was
rather delayed. The domestic ovens in
the kitchen were overwhelmed with all the
work required of them, the rings went on
a go slow and delayed the cooking of the
potatoes and the ovens couldn’t decide
whether they should be hot or cool. One
oven overheated and the moussaka started
to burn, this set off the re alarm. Meanwhile
our poetess in the group had started to
orate her amusing ode about our 30 year

relationship, each time she got three lines in
she was rudely interrupted by the deafening re
alarm sounding, by the third attempt we were all
in ts of laughter. She managed to complete the
ode and we settled down until blue lights ashed
outside announcing the arrival of the emergency
services. Our second and third courses, mints
and coffee were all eventually served and were
scrumptious. Our ceilidh band rounded off
the evening’s fun. We’d all had a really good
time, although a few committee members
looked completely frazzled; the unexpected
entertainment had made it a very memorable
evening.
Events already planned for next year. Hoxon
Hundred Ceilidh with Inertia Reel at St Edmunds
Hall on 22 February, Hoxon Ale at Stradbroke
Community Centre on 8 March consisting of
an afternoon workshop run Mike Barclay and a
traditional Ale and food in the evening. Hoxon
Mystery Tour May 5th. Our very popular Hoxon
Weekend of Dance is 13-15 June, if your group
would like to join us please let us know.
Like many other teams what we need now is a
big inux of younger members, we have lots of
experience and want to share it with others.

Treacle Eater Clog celebrates 30 years
of dancing

performed have their roots in the industrial northwest of England where dancers wear brightly
coloured costumes and decorated clogs. They
were performed by mill workers and were a
feature of carnivals and similar processions.
The dancing is accompanied by an equally
colourful and lively band, led by an accordion and
supported by melodeons, ddles and drums.
During our 30 years we have danced at local
events, pubs and festivals throughout Somerset
and Dorset. We have also performed in many
parts of England and Wales including Derbyshire,
Cardiff and the Isle of Wight. We have also been
pleased to take the North West Morris tradition to
France and to Italy.
Dancer Jenny Hunnisett said: ‘ Although some
of us have been dancing for a long time, we
always welcome new dancers and musicians to
join us. We are already looking forward to the
next 30 years!
For more information please contact Rosemary
Lovegrove 01935 891415 or Julia Catovsky
01935 817905.

OBITUARY -LES CHITTLEBURGH
Les Chittleburgh of Isca Morris died suddenly on
November 9th, aged 64.

Treacle Eater Clog the North West Morris
dancing team based in Yeovil is 30 years old.
During the Summer we celebrated our birthday
in Lyme Regis where we were joined by 4 other
local teams, , Quayside Cloggies from Poole,
Winkleigh Morris from Devon, Wyld Morris
from Charmouth and Wyvern Jubilee Morris
from Yeovil. Together we provided a colourful
display of traditional music and dance for the
hundreds who had ocked to the coast to enjoy
the weather.

Les began morris dancing with Cardiff Morris
Men, then in 1976 was one the founder members
of Isca Morris Men. He was a mainstay of Isca
throughout, serving for many years as bagman
or squire, and latterly as secretary. He was the
main organiser of the unforgetable Isca Family
Weekends, which ran for many years until 2001.
Not limited to morris dancing, Les and his wife
were also Welsh folk dancers and ballroom
dancers.

The lunch break included the cutting and sharing
of a fabulous cake depicting a leather clog and
wooden spoon coated in treacle. Finally before
retreating to the pub we performed together in
a massed traditional local dance, the Dorset
Fourhand Reel in the sea with the water rippling
around our knees.

His funeral reected his love of the morris. Isca
men danced in with Cadi Ha, the musicians
played Caseg Eira for the Commendation, and
a massed Constant Billy followed outside. Some
ten morris sides, and local folk dance groups
were represented.
Our heartfelt condolences go to Carole and their
children.

The team was formed in 1983 and the dances

Keith Lascelles
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Shropshire Schools Morris Workshops
Ray and Bev Langton undertook Morris Dance
workshops in schools in and around Shrewsbury
in the two weeks leading up to the Federation
Day of Dance.
Ten sessions took place in eight schools ranging
from infants to GCSE Dance however most
were in junior schools. Four schools took part in
what was described as Morris the Performance.
During a couple of hours children were taught
two dances – once dance being different to
other schools and everyone learning Steeple
Claydon.
For schools to access the half day workshop they
were asked to:
- Agree to perform on Saturday 28th September
as part of the Day of Dance
- Disseminate their achievements to a wider
audience eg through school newsletters
- Seek a further performance opportunity eg.
Autumn Fair
The performance then took place between in
The Square in Shrewsbury on 28th September
as part of the Morris Federation Day of Dance,
hosted by Shrewsbury Morris. Schools had to
make their own arrangements for children to
attend (mostly through parents). Every child
who performed was given four bells to wear and
keep. Schools made their own decisions about
what their pupils would wear on the day of their
performances.
Two schools chose to wear the red sweat shirts
of their school uniform, one asked the children to
wear coloured T shirts and pinned ribbons to their
arms and the other made sashes to wear over
white shirts and dark trousers. They all looked
great and denitely part of a team.
For the schools who performed, considering the
amount of time given, they all did remarkably
well. The children danced with condence, great
enthusiasm and huge smiles. Through the use
of the PA we were able to roughly keep them on
track so they were in the right place at the right
time.
Ray & Bev greatly enjoyed running these
workshops. The interest and enthusiasm was
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very high and the achievements were also very
good within the time constraints. Feedback from
parents and staff has also been excellent.
There were many challenges such as the time
of year, available time, availability of space and
one school not reading the information sent to
them. However overall we were delighted with
the outcomes and hope that before the end of
term that the four performing schools will do
something else as well. To date this is all looking
very promising.
Bev Langton
Ray Langton Music

OBITUARY : PAUL TAYLOR
It is with great sadness that we have to announce
the sudden death of Paul Taylor on 9 June
2013. He was our musician for 14 years and a
dear friend of ‘Off the Rails’ Appalachian team,
Swindon.
Paul started dancing with ‘Folk Packet’, St.Albans
in 1958, where he danced and played melodeon
to the delight of all. In the early seventies Paul
founded ‘Swindon Morris Men’ and contributed
to setting up the Swindon Folk Club. He was
an inspiration locally, as well as around the
UK, and at festivals in Europe. Paul played for
Sherborn Morris from 1989 and continued to join
them whenever they met up. In latter years when
his dancing days were behind him, he continued
to play and share his wealth of musical knowledge
at every opportunity. He always enjoyed the
Chippenham Folk festival pub sessions and was
a member of the charity ‘Music Alive’. We feel
very privileged that he was our musician, Paul will
be greatly missed be everyone who knew him.
Brenda Fisher, side leader of ‘Off The Rails’

Practice makes perfect - or does it?
Colin Andrews ponders on a dilemma
which other foremen may face during
the practice season.
I always look forward to the winter practice
season. I welcome the opportunity to introduce
new dances, revive old ones, and get any new
recruits up to an acceptable level of prociency
with our core repertoire. No problem with 28
weeks in hand !
But there are problems. What is our core
repertoire? How many dances should we expect
new or inexperienced members to perfect (if
only!) How much innovation or resurrection of
mothballed manoevres is prudent to challenge
the more experienced dancers?
I have undoubtedly been too ambitious in the
past in trying to keep active most of the dances
in our repertoire and encourage the novices to
tackle too much too quickly. The consequence
had become manifest at our early season dance
outs in lack of condence by some members in
dancing out of their comfort zone, abandonment
of some dances, even those we’d spent time on
in practice, and, I’m sorry to admit, the odd total
cock-up.
I’m trying to bite the bullet. With regret, I’m
sidelining some dances that I dearly love
- and have been popular with the team. I’m
aiming at a maximum of six core dances for
our four new members over the winter. There’s
one completely new dance, and one from the
archives, a determination to build condence in
a couple of dances that didn’t quite make it to the
pub forecourts last summer, and a ne tuning
of those that we did generally perform well in
public. I’m fortunate in having a very capable
assistant foreman (with a good eye for details),
a practice venue where we have the use of a
second room if needs be, and usually enough
dancers and musicians to be able to split the
session when appropriate between novices and
the old hands.
The following article from Hook Eagle addresses
many of the same issues. I’d be pleased to hear
the views from ofcers of other sides on the
balance between practice and perfection
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Going beyond the core repertoire
“OK boys, we’ll start with What a Lovely Day (as
always), then a Click Go, Raven, Hook Tandoori,
nish with Crooked Billet and do a Dilwyn [our
joining in dance], then it’s back to the pub!”
The Hook Eagle Morris Men’s full repertoire is
technically about 14 dances, plus a couple that
have fallen by the wayside in recent years. Some
dances are core - learnt by everyone, practised
regularly and danced out (too) frequently. Some
are “second season” - learnt later, usually in the
second year after joining, but well known by the
old lags, even if they aren’t practised and danced
quite so much. Then there are the rarities complex or unusual, practised infrequently and
few are condent in them, danced extremely
rarely in public.
It’s easy to fall back on the ones everyone
knows. There are occasions that merit this: brief
appearances at sparsely attended gigs or little
indoor events to uncomprehending audiences.
But other events call for a real show and proper
entertainment: a Day of Dance, paid gigs with a
large audience, dancing at festivals along with
other sides.
Basic dances can be done really well. Crisp
sticking, good lines and enthusiastic stepping
give a great impression, even if we’d consider the
dance to be just for beginners. But sometimes
you need to step up the pace, break out of the
comfort zone and show off -- that’s the whole
point of Morris, getting and pulling in a crowd.
It’s not just “Strictly” where you’ve got to keep
getting better all the time.
This has been a topic of some discussion recently
within Hook Eagle Morris and we’re making a
commitment to dance the “second season” and
“rarities” in public. There’s no point in practicing
them if you don’t. We need to give all of our
Dancers condence in their own abilities and
(hopefully) do ourselves proud.
Jonathan “Ninja” Buisson
Squire, Hook Eagle Morris Men
Hook, Hampshire

Malle’s Beer Quest ?
Hook Eagle sent me a report of their visit to Malle, in
Belgium, over the August Bank Holiday weekend. Strange
that most of their accompanying photographs were of
beer. (Editor)
Hook Eagle Morris Men were busy
over the August Bank Holiday
amusing (and bemusing) the
residents of Malle, the Belgian twin
town of the Hampshire village of
Hartley Wintney.

“We tried all the Belgian delicacies
– mussels, frites, chocolates, wafes
and, of course, the many Belgian
beers,” Jonathan recalls. Members
also undertook a walking tour of the city with a
local guide to appreciate the ne architecture and
The Border side from north Hampshire performed long history of Antwerp.
at three sites in East and West Malle on Sunday
25th August 2013, part of 10 community events The visit to Malle follows last year’s equally
that were happening across the town that day.
successful trip to Hartley Wintney’s French twin
town, St Savin near Poitiers. “These trips have
Hook Eagle’s Squire Jonathan Buisson says: been a great opportunity to see both the similarities
“We were billed as ‘optrenden’ Morris Dancers. and differences between communities across
In Flemish, this means ‘performing’, ‘interacting’, Europe, as well as bringing our own unforgettable
‘appearing’ or even ‘invading’ – or, quite possibly style of dance to a wider audience.”
in the case of Hook Eagle, all of the above!”
Hook Eagle Morris Men will be starting their
The rst event was a street party in ’ Goet Eynd winter practice season soon as they enter their
(the Good End) organised by our hosts from 23rd year.
the twinning association. Hundreds of families
were taking part in a 22km cycle tour all over Only told in May yet Great
town visiting the different events. Goet Eynd is
famous for its giant barbeque and was a popular Western travelled to Marche in
destination. “There were so many bicycles search of beer...
parked down the street and cyclists of all ages,”
Jonathan says.
In late Spring we received a phone call out of
the blue asking whether we’d like to perform at
The Morris Men then went on to take part in the a beer festival in Italy. After lengthy discussion
“Oogstfeeste” being held at a restored windmill (not) we accepted and a group of us travelled out
in Westmalle, where they appeared alongside to the Marche region on the Adriatic coast in early
local folk dancers Sint Sebastiaansgilde. “The September. Our accommodation was in chalets
audience were enthusiastic and keen to join in.” across the road from a fabulous beach and the
There was time for a tour of the windmill and festival itself was held in a mediaeval hilltop
to see a demonstration of horse-powered village a few miles inland. All the performances
harvesting, as well as another chance to try the were in the evening, so the days were spent in
famous Westmalle Trappist beers produced at strenuous preparation ….. sunbathing, swimming,
the monastery in the town.
sightseeing and visits to vineyards and olive mills
– who says morris dancing isn’t tough!
The nal appearance of the day was at Malle
Castle, a community-owned historical house We were the only dance side there, with other
that is being restored.
entertainment provided by various Italian bands,
including a German-speaking, lederhosenHook Eagle Morris Men also took the opportunity wearing one from the Tyrol. After the rst evening,
to sample Belgian culture during their visit with a when they tried to get us to follow a set-routine,
visit to the nearby port city of Antwerp.
they relented and allowed us to wander and busk
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at will, which seemed to be appreciated by all. At
every spot we tried to involve the locals ….. and
there were 1000s of them, and we ended every
evening with a resticks dance , with the local
re brigade in attendance.
There was beer from Italian, Bavarian and
Czech breweries and they even had an English
bar, though the beer was all chilled zzy keg …..
real ale barrels would probably have exploded
in the heat, which was still in the upper 20s after
midnight.
Travelling home, laden down with various gifts
(beer steins, honey and wine) we reected on
a tiring but hugely enjoyable long weekend. Our
thanks to the organisers and especially to Cristina
and Massimo who generated the invitation and
looked after us in their bar and gelateria!
BAGPERSONS AND SECRETARIES If there
is any change in contact person, address,
telephone or email please let Fee, our secretary,
know as soon as possible.

SPONSORED MUSIC MARATHON
By the time this Newsletter is published Winkleigh
Morris musicians will have completed a 12-hour
sponsored music marathon for the Phillippines
Typhoon Disaster Appeal. With no tune played
more than 3 times through it is expected over 350
tunes will be featured betwen 11 am and 11 pm at
the Seven Stars, Winkleigh. Already over £400 has
been promised.

Traditional British Clogs
Phil Howard - Clogs and Leatherwork
Full-Time professional Clog Maker
www.nw-clogs.co.uk
e-mail: jp.howard04.ntlworld.com tel: 0161 494 0224
www.facebook.com/philhowardclogs
Despite the recent reduction to 9 ½ digits (www.facebook.com/philhowardclogs) I am still hand making
clogs to both bespoke and standard sizes . With the usual 6-8 week turnaround for clogs ordered.

All clogs are made entirely on the premises using only my own soles
(not machine made) and full-grain leather uppers.
Also re-wooding and resoling
Standard and extra-hard rubber soles (shods) and heels supplied www.nw-clogs.co.uk/shods
Original unused clog irons now available including clog nails.
Leatherwork including Badges www.nw-clogs.co.uk/badges , Keyrings, Ear rings, Bell pads, belts etc.
My own work so other designs can be made.

For up to date Prices and Events go to: www.nw-clogs.co.uk

Clogs without the pretensions of others.
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Children in Need

Clogfest

Leicester’s Jerusalem Jammers decided a few
years ago that dancing our Garland Dances
in the street -or even at the local M1 service
station as we did a couple of times - was far
too cold a way to raise money for Children in
Need, so we have recently held a tea dance
in November to raise a contribution. Now, we
are pleased to be able to join other Morris sides
through the JMO sending our contributions
collectively, and need to thank you organisers
for that initiative. The availability of the hall we
like to use meant that this year we arranged the
event for the day after Children in Need Night,
and we were pleased that a good gathering of
dancers, musicians, friends and fellow dancers
from various traditions arrived, many bearing
cakes and/or goodies for one or other of the
stalls as well as their dancing shoes! Friendly
callers led us all in a range of dances and
we Jammers, with the backing of our lovely
musicians, danced two well received spots and
we all ate lots of cake and spent money on the
various stalls and competitions.

Saturday 13 July was the day when clog dance
enthusiasts from all over England, from Cumbria
to Surrey, arrived in Skipton, North Yorkshire, to
enjoy their annual gathering.

Efcient stall holders and our doorman added
up the money during the afternoon but Ian and
I had the privilege of actually sending off the
money to the JMO special bank account -the
end total was at least £600, which we are all
rather proud of!
Patsy Paterson

2013 was a special anniversary for Clogfest,
being the 10th consecutive year that the
festival has been sponsored by Copper Dragon
Brewery. Copper Dragon set up in business in
2002, the same year as the rst Clogfest. The
two organisations soon recognised mutual
benets of a sponsorship deal.
Paul Hudson, Clogfest Festival Director, said:
“Clogfest is unique – the only festival in England
that focuses entirely on clog dancing. The
canal basin in Skipton is an excellent venue
for small performances, and this year we had
over 200 dancers and musicians. Like many
festivals we face continually rising costs, and
we are delighted at the support Copper Dragon
Brewery has provided for us.”
“We were very pleased to have three youth teams
performing with us this year: Eccleston Juniors,
Rattlejiggers, and Dancetastics. Whatever the
sceptics might say, traditional English dance is
ourishing, and we’re happy to provide a stage
for these up-and-coming youngsters.”
Contact :Paul Hudson 07905 181226
paul@clogfest.org www.clogfest.org

(Left)
The Jerusalem
Jammers
dancing for
Children in Need

Clogfest
(Above) Dukes Dandy
(Left) Rattlejiggers on the new
Clogfest stage
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